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Abstract
Introduction Endotracheal intubation in intensive
care unit (ICU) is a procedure at high risk of lifethreatening complications. Among them, severe
oxygen desaturation, usually defined as a drop of pulse
oxymetry (SpO2) below 80%, is the most common.
Preoxygenation enables delaying oxygen desaturation
occurring during apnea induced by anaesthetic drugs.
Data suggest that non-invasive ventilation (NIV) or
high-flow nasal cannula (HFNC) oxygen therapy could
further increase PaO2 before intubation procedure and
prevent oxygen desaturation episodes as compared
with standard oxygen. However, no recommendation
favours one technique rather than the other, since they
have never been compared. Hence, whether a strategy
of preoxygenation with NIV or HFNC is more effective
than the other in patients with acute hypoxaemic
respiratory failure remains to be established.
Methods and analysis The FLORALI-2 study is a
multicentre randomised controlled trial comparing a
preoxygenation strategy with either NIV or HFNC in
patients with acute hypoxaemic respiratory failure
needing intubation in ICU. The 320 patients will be
randomised with a ratio 1:1 in two groups according to
the strategy of preoxygenation. The primary outcome
is the occurrence of an episode of severe oxygen
desaturation defined by a drop of SpO2 below 80%
during the intubation procedure. Secondary outcomes
include feasibility of the two strategies, immediate and
late complications related to intubation.
Ethics and dissemination The study has been
approved by the central ethics committee (Ethics
Committee Ouest-III, Poitiers, France) and patients
will be included after informed consent. The results
will be submitted for publication in peer-reviewed
journals.
Trial registration number NCT02668458; Pre-results.

Strengths and limitations of the study
►► Largest

prospective multicentre randomised
controlled study comparing two preoxygenation
strategies in this field.
►► Assessment of primary outcome, severe hypoxaemia
during the intubation procedure: in order to improve
measurement reliability in all centres, a dedicated
portable SpO2 monitor with single-patient-use
digital sensors is used for each eligible patient to
ensure that all centres have equivalent monitoring;
secondarily, the downloaded data will be reviewed
by a committee unaware of the study groups so as
to analyse the events occurring during intubation
procedure.
►► Blinding: the individual study assignments of
the patients will not be masked, however, given
the characteristics of the two strategies under
evaluation, a double-blind trial is not possible.

Introduction
Background and rationale
Endotracheal intubation of critically ill patients
in the intensive care unit (ICU) is a procedure
at high risk of life-threatening complications
including severe hypoxaemia, cardiac arrhythmias and cardiovascular collapse that may—in
some instances—unfortunately lead to cardiac
arrest. Severe hypoxaemia, that is, blood oxygen
desaturation, usually defined as a drop of pulse
oxymetry (SpO2) below 80%, is a common
complication occurring in 20%–25% of the
cases during the procedure of intubation in
ICU,1 2 preferentially in patients with hypoxaemia intubated for acute respiratory failure.1–5
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Objectives
We aim to conduct a prospective multicentre randomised
controlled trial comparing NIV versus HFNC in a population of patients with acute hypoxaemic respiratory
failure needing intubation in ICU, with the hypothesis
that preoxygenation with NIV could better prevent severe
oxygen desaturation (SpO2 <80%)1 during the procedure
of intubation as compared with HFNC.
2

Primary objective
To compare the number of patients with acute hypoxaemic respiratory failure having an episode of severe
oxygen desaturation during the intubation procedure in
the ICU, between strategies of preoxygenation performed
with NIV versus HFNC.
Secondary objectives
To compare the highest SpO2 at the end of preoxygenation, the lowest SpO2 during and immediately after the
procedure of intubation between the two strategies of
preoxygenation.
To compare the number of immediate and late complications between the two methods, and to assess their
feasibility.
Trial design
The FLORALI-2 study is an investigator-initiated, prospective, multicentre, randomised, control, open trial on
medical devices comparing a strategy of preoxygenation
with either NIV or HFNC for intubation of patients with
acute hypoxaemic respiratory failure in ICU. Patients are
randomly assigned to the NIV group or HFNC group,
with a 1:1 ratio.
Methods: participants, interventions and outcomes
Study setting
The FLORALI-2 study is taking place in 28 mixed
medical and surgical ICU in France (list on https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT02668458?term=Florali+2&
rank=1) belonging to the European REVA network and
CRICS-TRIGGERSEP network.
Eligibility criteria
Inclusion criteria
Adult patients admitted to ICU with acute hypoxaemic
respiratory failure and requiring endotracheal intubation according to the decision by the medical doctor in
charge may be included in the study. Acute hypoxaemic
respiratory failure is defined as a respiratory rate above 25
breaths per minute or signs of respiratory distress, and a
PaO2/FiO2 ratio below 300 mm Hg regardless the strategy
of oxygenation administered (figure 1). The PaO2/FiO2
ratio will be measured under NIV or HFNC, and calculated under standard oxygen as follows: FiO2=0.21+oxygen flow rate×0.03.17
Exclusion criteria
Patients fulfilling one or more of the following criteria
will not be included: intubation for cardiac arrest, altered
consciousness defined by a Glasgow Coma Score <8 points,
contraindications to NIV, SpO2 not available, age <18
years, pregnant or breast-feeding women (figure 1).
Intervention
Preoxygenation
Patients eligible for inclusion will be randomly
assigned to the NIV group or HFNC group (figure 2).
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Preoxygenation should be performed systematically
before intubation with the aim of increasing arterial
oxygen tension (PaO2) and of delaying the oxygen desaturation occurring during apnea induced by anaesthetic
drugs. Adequate preoxygenation enables increased
oxygen body stores, mainly in the pulmonary functional
residual capacity, and subsequent PaO2 by breathing
high FiO2 during deep breaths.6 Breathing through a
valve-bag facemask during at least 3–5 min is the usual
method to carry out preoxygenation in the operating
room. However, other techniques using non-invasive
ventilation (NIV) or high-flow nasal cannula (HFNC)
oxygen therapy could be used, especially for patients
with hypoxaemia in ICU, to further increase PaO2 before
intubation procedure and to prevent oxygen desaturation.7 Indeed, HFNC enables the delivery of continuous
high gas flow via nasal prongs resulting in higher FiO2
than with standard oxygen.8 Another theoretical advantage of HFNC may consist in maintaining oxygenation
during the apneic phase of intubation, and thereby
avoiding oxygen desaturation.7 Although in a prospective
before–after study the use of HFNC with a flow of 60 L/
min resulted in lower incidence of severe oxygen desaturation during intubation than with standard oxygen,9
these encouraging results have not been confirmed in
the different randomised controlled trials (RCT) carried
out to date.10–12
Preoxygenation with NIV is another method of preoxygenation that enables delivery of inspired FiO2 reaching
up to 100% in the absence of leaks, and it may significantly
increase end-expiratory lung volume due to the alveolar recruitment induced by positive airway pressure.13
Given these beneficial effects on oxygenation, NIV may
be an effective method for preoxygenation preventing
oxygen desaturation during the procedure of intubation.
However, to date, only one RCT including a small sample
of patients has been conducted in ICU.14 This study found
a decrease in episodes of severe oxygen desaturation with
NIV as compared with standard valve-bag mask for the
preoxygenation of patients with acute hypoxaemic respiratory failure.14 In a more recent retrospective study, no
difference was found between preoxygenation with NIV
and HFNC.15 However, the small sample size of these two
studies do not allow for conclusions. Finally, one recent
study showed that combining NIV and HFNC was superior to NIV alone as a means of preventing desaturation,
but provided no answer as to whether or not NIV alone
was superior to HFNC alone.16
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Preoxygenation will be carried out in a semirecumbent
position for 3–5 min with the device assigned by randomisation (NIV or HFNC), whatever the previous device used
for oxygenation.
The interventional arm will consist in applying NIV
delivered to the patient with a full-face mask connected
to an ICU ventilator. Pressure-support ventilation will be
adapted to obtain an expired tidal volume between 6 and
8 mL/kg of predicted body weight with a positive end-expiratory pressure (PEEP) level of 5 cm H2O and an FiO2
of 100%.
The control arm will consist in applying HFNC device
(Optiflow, Fisher & Paykel, Auckland, New Zealand)
with a gas flow of 60 L/min through a heated humidifier
(MR 850, Fisher & Paykel, Auckland, New Zealand) and
an FiO2 of at 100%. A particular attention will be paid
to perform a jaw thrust so as to maintain patent upper
airway.
If the assigned method is ineffective (SpO2 <80%) or
cannot be applied (intolerance, agitation…), the investigator will be free to switch to an alternative method or
to intubate immediately. In all cases, the patient will be
considered as having failed in the assigned preoxygenation method and will undergo intention-to-treat analysis.
An intervention care bundle management including
the following measures is proposed to all the participating
centres for the intubation procedure3: the presence of two
operators, systematic fluid loading before intubation in
absence of cardiogenic pulmonary oedema and rapid-sequence induction using hypnomidate (0.2–0.3 mg/
kg) or ketamine (1.5–3 mg/kg) combined with rocuronium (0.6–1 mg/kg) or succinylcholine (1 mg/kg). In
case of unsuccessful intubation, the following algorithm
according to a given centre’s procedure is proposed: an
intubating stylet will be used first, then videolaryngoscopy, an intubation laryngeal mask airway, and finally
Frat J-P, et al. BMJ Open 2017;7:e018611. doi:10.1136/bmjopen-2017-018611

fiberscopy and rescue percutaneous or surgical tracheostomy. After endotracheal intubation, the patient will be
mechanically ventilated with a tidal volume between 6
and 8 mL/kg, a respiratory rate of 25–30 breaths/min, a
PEEP of 5 cm H2O and an FiO2 of 100%.
Outcomes
Primary outcome measure
The primary outcome is the occurrence of an episode
of severe oxygen desaturation defined by a drop of SpO2
below 80%, during the intubation procedure carried out
by NIV or HFNC.
The intubation procedure lasts from the beginning of
rapid-sequence induction (end of preoxygenation) to
5 min after confirmation of the tracheal intubation by
capnography and after mechanical ventilation is started.
Secondary outcome measures
Secondary outcome variables include the following:
►► feasibility of the two methods will be evaluated by the
operator as satisfaction assessment of the randomly
assigned method with a Likert scale model, including
the following items: extremely satisfied (+2 points),
very satisfied (+1 point), somewhat satisfied (0 point),
slightly satisfied (−1 point) and not at all satisfied (−2
points);
►► highest SpO2 and proportion of patients reaching an
SpO2 at 100% at the end of preoxygenation;
►► inability
to obtain an SpO2 >92% during
preoxygenation;
►► lowest SpO2 during intubation;
►► immediate complications defined as the following:
during difficult intubation (>2 laryngoscopic attempts
to place the endotracheal tube into the trachea
or as lasting more than 10 min using conventional
laryngoscopy); regurgitation; new infiltrate on chest
3
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Figure 1 Consort diagram of the FLORALI-2 study. ABG, arterial blood gas; FiO2, fractional inspired oxygen; HFNC, high-flow
nasal cannulae oxygen therapy; NIV, non-invasive ventilation; PaO2/FiO2, partial pressure of arterial oxygen to fractional inspired
oxygen ratio; PEEP, positive end-expiratory pressure; PS, pressure support; SpO2, pulse oxymetry.
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►►
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radiograph; cardiac arrhythmia, hypotension (systolic
blood pressure <90 mm Hg, mean blood pressure
<65 mm Hg more than 30 min or requiring volume
expansion or vasopressor), cardiac arrest and death;
late complications defined as the following: radiological infiltrates within the 3 days following intubation,
occurrence of ventilator-associated pneumonia; worsening of Sequential Organ Failure Assessment (SOFA)
score from day 1 to day 3; duration of mechanical
ventilation, ICU length of stay and mortality in ICU
and at day 28.

Participant timeline
Figure 1 shows the Consort diagram of the FLORALI-2
study and table 1 assessments and visits for participants.
Sample size
The primary outcome is the number of occurrences of an
SpO2 below 80% during the intubation procedure. Three
hundred and twenty patients in total, that is, 160 patients
per group, will be needed to demonstrate a decrease in
absolute difference between the NIV group and HFNC
group of 15%. Based on the literature,1 3 12 14 we estimated
Frat J-P, et al. BMJ Open 2017;7:e018611. doi:10.1136/bmjopen-2017-018611
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Figure 2 Study design of the FLORALI-2 study. ABG, arterial blood gas; HFNC, high-flow nasal cannulae oxygen therapy; ICU,
intensive care unit; NIV, non-invasive ventilation; PaO2/FiO2, partial pressure of arterial oxygen to fractional inspired oxygen ratio;
PEEP, positive end-expiratory pressure; PS, pressure support; SpO2, pulse oxymetry.
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Actions
Screening inclusion/noninclusion criteria
Informed consent

Pre-O2 (NIV
Preinclusion Inclusion or HFNC)

Day 1 to 3, ICU discharge
to 7
or day 28

X
X

Randomisation

X

Demographic data

X

Clinical data and SpO2
recording

X

Arterial blood gas

X

Chest X-ray

X

SOFA score, SAPS II

Intubation
+5 min
+30 min
Intubation +H6 H12

X

X
X

X

X
X
After intubation X

X

Ventilator-associated
pneumonia
Outcomes

X (SOFA)
X

X
X

HFNC, high-flow nasal cannulae oxygen therapy; ICU, intensive care unit; NIV, non-invasive ventilation; Pre-O2, preoxygenation; SAPS,
Simplified Acute Physiology Score; SOFA, Sequential Organ Failure Assessment; SpO2, pulse oxymetry.

a rate of severe desaturation episodes of 10% in the NIV
group and 25% in the HFNC group. The α and β risks are
0.05 with a bilateral formulation.
Recruitment
The initial duration of patient enrolment expected will
be 2 years, starting in April 2016.
►► 2015–2016: approvals from ethics committee and
trial tool development (electronic case-report
form (e-CRF), randomisation system), participating
centres opening and training;
►► 2016: inclusion of patients completed in end-December 2016;
►► 2017: monitoring of participating centres and queries
to investigators; overseen by the steering committee
at the REVA Network meetings every 4 months; blind
review to determine protocol violation, to define
intention-to-treat and per-protocol analysis populations; new queries to investigators, cleaning and
closure of the database;
►► 2018: data analysis, writing of the manuscript and
submission for publication.
Methods: assignment of intervention
Allocation and sequence generation
A computer-generated randomisation will be performed
with stratification according to centre and PaO2/FiO2 ratio
≤200 or >200 in a 1:1 ratio, with the use of a centralised
web-based management system (Clinfile). Within 1 hour
after the validation of inclusion criteria, patients must be
randomised and assigned the strategy started (HFNC or
NIV).
Frat J-P, et al. BMJ Open 2017;7:e018611. doi:10.1136/bmjopen-2017-018611

Blinding
Although the individual study assignments of the patients
will not be masked, the co-ordinating centre and all the
investigators will remain unaware of the study group
outcomes until the data will be locked.

Methods: data collection, management and analysis
Data collection and management
Data are collected and recorded on an e-CRF by a trained
investigator or research assistant at each centre. A blank
copy of the e-CRF can be printed from the e-CRF; this
enables the investigator or research assistant to fill it out
with the data of the included patients, which will thereby
be captured. Once data collection has been completed,
the investigator or research assistant shall sign and date
the copy. This document will constitute an integral part of
the patient’s medical records; as such, it shall be retained
permanently. Data recorded in the e-CRF that originate
in source documents must be consistent with each other;
if they are not, the differences have got to be justified and
documented.
With the aim of homogenising measurement quality, the
recording and collection of patients’ data in all centres, a
dedicated portable SpO2 monitor (Covidien, Nelcor DS
100A) and single-patient-use digital sensors (Covidien,
Max-A-I) will be provided to all the participating centres to
ensure that all centres have equivalent monitoring. SpO2
will be recorded from the beginning of preoxygenation to
1 hour after intubation with the same device in all included
patients; secondarily, the downloaded data will be reviewed
by a committee unaware of the study groups so as to analyse
the events occurring during intubation procedure.
5
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Table 1 Participants timeline
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Statistical methods
All the analyses will be performed by the study statistician, in accordance with the International Conference on Harmonisation and Good Clinical Practice
guidelines. A predefined statistical analysis plan will be
followed. The analysis will be performed on an intention-to-treat basis after validation by a blind review
committee of the inclusion and exclusion criteria for
each patient. All the analyses will be conducted by
the biostatistics department of the Poitiers University
Hospital using statistical software (SAS, V.9.3; SAS Institute; Cary; North Carolina, USA, and R V.2.14.1). A
two-tailed P value of less than 0.05 will be considered as
indicating statistical significance.
Descriptive analysis of patient groups at baseline
The continuous variables will be summarised with the
classic parameters of descriptive analysis (median,
interquartile ranges and extreme values or mean and
SD), while indicating the number of missing data. The
6

category variables will be presented in the form of absolute frequency and percentage in each modality.
The criteria of subject selection will be verified on the
basis of the data recorded in the case reports. Wrongly
included subjects such as those lost to follow-up will be
described. Deviations from the protocol will be described
and analysed on a case-by-case basis.
Analysis pertaining to the main criteria of evaluation
The percentages of patients having presented an episode
of severe hypoxaemia during the intubation procedure
will be compared between the two groups by means of
the Χ2 test.
The different parameters that would be potentially
predictive of failed preoxygenation will be considered
by means of the Student’s t-test (or the Mann–Whitney
U test, if necessary) for continuous quantitative variables
and by means of the Χ2test (or Fisher’s exact test) for
qualitative variables.
The analysis will subsequently be completed by multivariate logistic regression. The maximal model will include
all the variables associated with the dependent variable
(P<0.20) as well as the relevant variables according to
the data collected in the literature (forced variables),
especially treatment received before randomisation and
hypercapnia. The model will be simplified according to
a step-by-step procedure of elimination in descending
order; only the variables associated with the dependent
variable (threshold limit value: 5%) and the forced variables will be conserved.
Analysis pertaining to the secondary criteria of evaluation
Secondary criteria of evaluation will be compared between
the two treatment groups by means of the Student’s t-test
(or the Mann–Whitney U test, if necessary) for continuous quantitative variables and by means of the Χ2 test (or
Fisher’s exact test) for qualitative variables.
Subgroup analysis, which include patients with PaO2/
FiO2, will be conducted to analyse outcomes in patients
with severe hypoxaemia.

Methods: monitoring
Data monitoring
Before starting patient enrolment, all physicians and
other healthcare workers in the ICU attend formal
training sessions on the study protocol and data collection. An investigator at each centre is responsible for
daily patient screening, enrolling patients in the study,
ensuring adherence to the protocol and completing
the e-CRF. Research assistants regularly monitor all the
centres on site to check adherence to the protocol and
the accuracy of the data recorded.
Harms
The investigator is allowed to temporarily or permanently
discontinue the participation of a patient in the study
for any reason that would optimally serve the interests of
Frat J-P, et al. BMJ Open 2017;7:e018611. doi:10.1136/bmjopen-2017-018611
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Before intubation, the following data are collected
and registered: demographic data, comorbidities, type of
admission, diagnostic of respiratory failure, main reason
for endotracheal intubation, oxygen support before the
decision of intubation, clinical parameters, severity scores
using the Simplified Acute Physiology Score (SAPS) II
and the SOFA score at inclusion and 24 hours after admission, chest X-ray description (parenchyma involvement of
the four quadrants, normal aspect, interstitial infiltrates,
alveolar infiltration or condensation) and arterial blood
gas.
After randomisation, the following parameters are
recorded: nature and number of operators and their
training, clinical parameters, SpO2 variations (from
preoxygenation to H1 after intubation, at H6-12), arterial blood gases (30 min and at H6-12 after intubation), criteria of difficult intubation evaluated by the
MACOCHA score18; during the intubation procedure,
lowest SpO2, drop <80% of SpO2, SpO2 ≥92%, SpO2 at
100%, feasibility of preoxygenation strategy, duration
of preoxygenation, laryngoscopy, number of attempts,
Cormack-Lehane grade,19 traction force on laryngoscope, Sellick manoeuvre, modified Intubation Difficulty
Scale score.20 Immediate complications will be collected,
including moderate complications, regurgitation (aspiration of gastric content), oesophageal intubation, cardiac
arrhythmia (supra or ventricular arrhythmia) requiring
therapy, dangerous agitation (Richmond Agitation-Sedation Scale score >3), dental injury; severe complications,
arterial hypotension and treatments initiated, cardiac
arrest, death; new infiltrate, gastric distension on postendotracheal intubation chest X-ray.
During ICU stay or at day 28, the following data will
be recorded: SAPS II, SOFA score (within 24 hours after
admission), day 1 to day 3, ventilator-associated pneumonia, ICU length of stay, mechanical ventilation duration, ICU and mortality at day 28.
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Auditing
An independent Data and Safety Monitoring Board,
composed of four experts (Sophie Duranton, Cendrine
Godet, Xavier Drouot and Florence Boissier), will monitor
the safety of the trial.
Ethics and dissemination
Consent or assent
The patient is included after having provided a written
informed consent to the investigator according to the
decision of the central ethics committee. If the patient
is not able to understand the information given, he/she
can be included if the same procedure is completed with
a next of kin. After the patient’s recovery, he/she will be
asked if he/she agrees to continue the trial.
Confidentiality
Data will be handled according to French law. All original records will be archived at trial sites for 15 years. The
clean database file will be anonymised and kept for 15
years.
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Access to data
All investigators will have access to the final data set.
Participant-level data sets will be made accessible on a
controlled access basis.
Dissemination policy
Findings will be published in peer-reviewed journals and
presented at local, national and international meetings
and conferences to publicise and explain the research to
clinicians, commissioners and service users.
Discussion
Severe oxygen desaturation, commonly defined as a drop
in SpO2 below 80%, is a life-threatening complication
frequently encountered during intubation of critically
ill patients in the ICU.1 18 Preoxygenation is of great
importance to prevent oxygen desaturation, especially in
patients with hypoxaemia.5 Although breathing through
Frat J-P, et al. BMJ Open 2017;7:e018611. doi:10.1136/bmjopen-2017-018611

a valve-bag facemask is the usual procedure for preoxygenation in the operating room, other strategies have
been proposed in ICUs, especially NIV in patients with
acute hypoxaemic respiratory failure. However, to date,
only one RCT has compared NIV for preoxygenation with
standard oxygen using valve-bag facemask in ICU patients
needing intubation.14 In this study, which included 53
patients with hypoxaemia from two units, Baillard and
colleagues reported that NIV improved oxygenation at
the end of preoxygenation and markedly decreased the
proportion of patients with severe oxygen desaturation
during intubation (from 46% to only 7%, P<0.01) as
compared with standard oxygen.14 NIV may prevent the
severe hypoxaemia probably due to higher FiO2 and to
increased end-expiratory lung volume induced by PEEP.
However, episodes of profound desaturation were not
fully suppressed in the NIV group, and some patients
experienced SpO2 as low as 70%, suggesting the detrimental role of removing the facemask to allow for the
laryngoscopy.
Several studies have compared HFNC with standard
oxygen for preoxygenation of patients with hypoxaemia.9–12 HFNC may provide expiratory positive airway
pressure and maintain oxygenation at high FiO2 during
the apneic phase of intubation.20 21 In a prospective
before–after study including 101 patients, the use of
HFNC with a flow of 60 L/min resulted in higher SpO2
at the end of preoxygenation and lower incidence of
severe desaturation below 80% during intubation than
with standard oxygen through a non-rebreathing mask:
only 2% with HFNC versus 14% (P=0.03).9 However,
these promising results have not been confirmed in the
different RCT carried out to date.10–12 In a recent RCT
including 150 non-selected patients requiring intubation,
oxygenation during the apneic phase did not prevent
severe desaturation <80%, with a rate of 16% versus
25% in the group with standard preoxygenation without
apneic oxygenation (P=0.22).10 However, oxygenation
during the apneic phase was performed using a flow of
only 15 L/min,10 which is quite far from that which can
be provided with HFNC. In another RCT including 119
patients with hypoxaemia, HFNC set with a flow of 60 L/
min did not prevent desaturation and the lowest SpO2
during intubation did not differ between the two strategies.12 In a recent RCT including 40 ICU patients, a significant drop of SpO2 was observed with standard oxygen
during apnea after the induction of anaesthesia, whereas
this was not the case with HFNC.11 Of note, none of
these studies mentioned the practice of jaw thrust, which
is crucial to ensure patients’ upper airways, a critical
determinant of efficient apneic oxygenation.7 This may
explain, at least in part, some of the discrepancies among
studies which failed to show a benefit of HFNC and those
that did. The use of HFNC to manage acute hypoxaemic
respiratory failure in ICU has been growing. In a patient
already treated with HFNC for acute respiratory failure,
it seems reasonable that preoxygenation should not be
performed with standard oxygen, and would be better
7
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the subject, particularly in case of serious adverse events
suspected to be associated with the type of preoxygenation used.
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